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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: Senstudy 75. é 
62116395 . 

ef utmost desceearec and urgency to... fulfillment of their » 
missions for the security of the United States.” . The | 
memorandum says that a project submitted to ONR by Srokeasae 
Richard Wendt of the University of Rochester (NY) had been 
approved by all the agencies involved and recommended - 
funding the project. ‘The file indicates subsequently that | 
this project did go forward and involve human experimentation, 

we leche ete dealt with project "CALLING CARD," 
19521953, designed “to render an individual subservient to 

; impose(will or control." FBI was not mentioned. 

ae _ A eo dated 9/5/50 for Mr. D. J. pacenna: | 
BI; jand Captain Wilbur E. Kellum of 

Pret Medical Research, from W. S. Post, Jr. (not further _ 
identified), informed them that a copy of the report on the 
“Ellson" project (University of Indiana, 1952) was being 
forwardéd> to them for information. The project involved ~ 
research in the detection of deception. The addressees were 

on the project at a future date, The file did not show that. 
the briefing occurred. The Project was terminated in owas 

1952. 

The two files reviewed contained many reports of . 
‘research conducted concerning various drugs in various parts 
of the world, constituting a collection of papers on the 
subject by U. S. and foreign researchers. 

A- review of logical Bureau files by the. Laboratory - 
Division disclosed.only one reference (62-26599-75) to the 

above, ihis was a memorandum, 6/4/50, recording that 
Mr, Alberti, OWI, hed informed Liaison that the Navy had 
ee ae a new dc which: might be used to great 
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to be briefed by Professor D. G. Ellson of Indiana University) 
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re jointly with aera 
Federal Bureau of Taveeti eet ioe ages tune Ls 1965. 

In view of the pressing nature of the international 
Situation as it relates to the Dominican Republic, it is. 
requested that you authorize technical coverage of the 
residences of Dmegwmpom@diS@mentioned above and of the business 
address of the joint venture operated by the Bordas brothers. 
Authority is requested for Similar coverage of any addresses 
to which the mentione d residences or business may move in 

the future» 
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